THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

CLUB SINROCK

MARYJANE'S BIRTHDAY BASH
THURSDAY JANUARY 15th
PARTY STARTS AT 9PM

215 WEST BURNSIDE ST. PORTLAND 971. 339. 2972

STASSI
PARIS
MARYJANE

215 WEST BURNSIDE ST. PORTLAND • 971. 339. 2972
OPEN 7PM MONDAY thru SUNDAY

AUDITION HOTLINE: text call 360. 335. 7721 • follow us on: like us:

THE VAULT LOUNGE
YOUR PRIVATE PARTY ROOM
Club Rouge
a Gentleman's Lounge

$3 Buffet
Mon-Sat: 12PM-3PM

Always Contracting Entertainers
18+

PORTLAND'S FINEST
GENTLEMEN'S CLUB

Open 7 Days A Week
Mon-Sat: 1AM-2AM  Sun: 2PM-2AM

403 SW Harvey Milk St, Portland, OR 97204 • (503) 227-3936 • CLUBROUGEPORTLAND.COM
DREAM JOBS - DREAM TALENT SINCE 1998

21ST ANNUAL

THE ORIGINAL ADULT EMPLOYMENT WEBSITE!
Thousands of talented performers ready to work! Hundreds of fresh, new job seekers with photos signing up weekly!

SEXYJOBS.COM

CATEGORIES INCLUDE
Exotic Dancers
Actors/Actresses
Webcam Models
Bar/Club Staff
Lingerie Models
Promo Models
Nude Models
BDSM/Performers
Phone Actresses
Clip Performers
and much, much more!

JOB SEEKERS, POST YOUR RESUME FOR FREE!

STILL THE BEST!

CLUB 205
9800 SE STARK ST - PORTLAND, OR 97216
503.236.6527 • 10:30AM - 2:30AM DAILY
www.club205pdx.com

HAPPY HOUR BLOWOUT
10:30AM - 6PM DAILY
DOMESTIC DRAFTS & WELL DRINKS $2.25

WHISKEY WEDNESDAYS
DISCOUNTED PREMIUM WHISKEY 9PM - MIDNIGHT

JANUARY FOOD SPECIALS
HALF POUND SHrimp SALAD
GRILLED FISH & CHIPS

WE CATER TO BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE PARTIES

FOR AUDITIONS
TEXT NEW BOOKING AGENT (503) 544-9007

STRIPPER BOWL PARTY
SUNDAY, FEB 2
TONS OF PRIZES!
FOOD & DRINK SPECIALS!
Cabaret
More Than Just A Strip Club!
OPEN 2PM-2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK
HAPPY HOUR 2PM-6PM DAILY
17544 SE STARK ST • (503) 252-3529
FOLLOW US ON & LIKE US ON

4 CHAMPAGNE ROOMS, VIP ROOMS & LAP DANCE CORNERS—YOUR CHOICE!

HUGE MAIN STAGE, LONG CATWALK STAGE AND CAGE STAGE!

LARGE HEATED AND COVERED PATIO WITH 2 BIG SCREEN TVs!

ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!

EROTIC, 2-GIRL HOT TUB SHOWS!
11PM NIGHTLY

Luna

HOME OF THE MIDNIGHT DOLLAR DANCES!

VIDEO LOTTERY

ENTERTAINERS ALWAYS NEEDED • LARGE DRESSING ROOM WITH SHOWER & TANNING BED CALL TO SCHEDULE AUDITIONS (503) 252-3529
REVEAL Lounge

Facebook: Reveal Lounge
Instagram: RevealLoungePDX_Official
Email: RevealLoungeLLC@gmail.com

PIRATE'S CARIBOOTY
OPENING NIGHT
SATURDAY, JAN 11

EVERY MONDAY!
MOVIE MONDAYS
DOLLAR DRAFT BEER SPECIALS ALL DAY
MOVIE-THEMED PERFORMANCES & DRINK SPECIALS ALL NIGHT

EVERY WEDNESDAY!
DAISY DUKES & TATTOOS
INDUSTRY NIGHT
$13 TABLE DANCES • DRINK SPECIALS
GIVEAWAYS FROM OUR SPONSORS

NOW HIRING
ENTERTAINERS 18+
CONTACT BOOKING
(303) 572-7733

Entertainment • Gaming • Dining • Cocktails

8345 SW BARBUR BLVD • PORTLAND, OR 97219
MON-FRI 2PM-2:30AM, SAT-SUN 4PM-2:30AM
DJ DICK HENNESSY PRESENTS THE 7TH ANNUAL
PIRATES OF THE CARI BOOTY
ROUND 3 • SATURDAY, JAN 18

ROCKIN’ SUNDAY AND MONDAY NIGHTS • GIRLS, TATTOOS AND R&R!
COME, SIT AND RELAX WITH US FOR MONDAYS!!! FREE TEXAS HOLD’EM POKER! $15 TABLE DANCES! DRINK SPECIALS! PULL UP A CHAIR AND STARE!
2-FOR-1 LAP DANCES ALL DAY TUESDAYS • THROWBACK THURSDAYS • HAPPY HOUR 3PM-6PM

(503) 430-5364 • 10140 SW CANYON RD • BEAVERTON, OR 97005 • OPEN 3PM–2:30AM DAILY
Sylvia’s PlayHouse
PRIVATE ADULT FUN!

Mary Jane

ATM
@SYLVIAPLAYHOUSE
8226 NE FREMONT ST • 503-568-4090
www.PlayHousePortland.com

Paradise
ADULT SUPERSTORE
HAPPY NEW YEAR

Always Open
Thousands Of DVDs For Under $10
Huge Selection Of Toys

The Cleanest Arcade In Portland Is Also Couple-Friendly!

Glorious Arcade, DVDs, Toys, Lube, N₂O & Lingerie
14712 SE STARK ST | PORTLAND | 503-255-9414

Club Tease
OWNED AND MANAGED BY WOMEN!

OWNED AND MANAGED BY WOMEN!

Club Tease
OWNED AND MANAGED BY WOMEN!

Club Tease
OWNED AND MANAGED BY WOMEN!

Club Tease
OWNED AND MANAGED BY WOMEN!

Grand Opening Party
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24
7pm-12:30am
Come Celebrate With Us!

OPEN MON-SAT 11AM-12:30AM • CLOSED SUNDAY
(503) 288-9771 • 4523 NE 60TH AVE • PORTLAND, OR 97218
(CORNER OF NE 60TH & PRESCOTT)
NEW IN-STORE SPECIAL

―Male Enhancement Pill BOGO!―

*Purchase one Buckram pill and get a BoneMaster or N-Gorged pill for half off—no limit!

TABOO

VANCOUVER
4811 NE 94th Ave
Vancouver, WA 98662
(360) 254-1126

PEARL
311 NW Broadway
Portland, OR 97209
(503) 227-3443

82nd
2330 SE 82nd Ave
Portland, OR 97216
(503) 777-0033

MLK
237 SE MLK Jr Blvd
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 239-1678

TABOOVIDEO.COM
VISIT US IN-STORE FOR SPECIALS 24/7

DAISY DUKE CONTEST
LAST FRIDAY
JANUARY 31
PRIZES FOR 1ST AND 2ND PLACE!

SPONSORED BY

TOMMY'S Too!

Now Hiring Hot Girls!

10335 SE Foster Rd | (503) 432-8238 LIKE US ON F ATM
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Still Portland's
Hottest Strip Club...
Here's To A Sassy 2020!

24 Micro & Craft Beers On Tap
Happy Hour Daily 3pm-8pm
Three Sexy Stages
Open Daily At 10:30am
Private Video Poker Area
Great Lunch & Dinner Specials
Online At SassysBar.com
& Facebook.com/SassysBar
Portland's World-Famous Exotic Showclub

Join us for two cabaret shows every Friday & Katurday Night!
Seating at 11pm & 1am - VIP tables available - reservations recommended

Kit Kat Club

Join us for New Year's Eve with Mystic O'Reilly's Kit KATuesday

Mondays - Naughty '90s with Nik Sin

Kit KATuesdays - Kat-themed features with twice the pleasure on two stages

Thursdays - Big Top Booty Drop with Jon Dutch

Sundays - Bad Kitties with Nikki Lev

Open 4pm-2:30am daily - KitKatClubPDX.com

231 SW Ankeny - Downtown Portland

EMAIL: KitKatClubPDX@gmail.com for parties and reservations
Xotic is not liable for any images of models used by advertisers to promote products or services. Rights and releases are the sole responsibility of the advertisers. All persons appearing in photos are over the age of 18. One copy of each edition of Xotic is available free to any person each month. Anyone removing magazines in bulk will be prosecuted on theft charges to the fullest extent of the law. Any reproduction of materials presented herein without the express written consent of the publisher is forbidden by law. In scientific case studies, reading Xotic magazine has caused certain undesirable side effects. Possible side effects include headache, dizziness, mild nausea, abdominal cramping, bloating, loss of appetite, hair growth, hand tremors, gum swelling, higher blood pressure, increased cholesterol level, altered kidney function, swollen gums, acne, weight gain, blood in the urine, fluid retention, depression, irritability, behavior changes, oily anal discharges, premature ejaculation, complete penile dysfunction, tics, sleep apnea, Lyme disease and certain strains of knee-jerk, violent, right-wing Republican behavior.
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INDUSTRY NIGHT
SUNDAY-THURSDAY
MIDNIGHT TO CLOSE

HAND-CUT ANGUS
STEAK DINNER

OPEN EVERY DAY 2PM-2:15AM • 5021 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 788-7178
FOR BOOKING, CALL DEVIN (503) 347-3267
Always Accepting New Auditions 21+
(503) 446-5689

Under New Management! Best Bar in Beaverton!
Featuring Diamond Pool Tables! New Chef! New Menu!

The Runway

MAGIC MONDAYS
BEST SELECTION OF TODAY'S BUBBLES AND OLDES IT'S WITH DIVA CONC! BRING YOUR LADY BUT DON'T FORGET YOUR S!G!

TUESDAY NIGHT FLIGHTS
FLIGHTS OF RAGS, SUPERS & MARGARITAS!

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
WEEKLY WHISKEY DOUBLE TOURNAMENT PICK YOUR STRIPPER AS PARTNER OR BUY IN $50 GRAND PRIZE!

ALOHA FREAKY FRIDAYS
BRING YOUR $52.5 TO KEEP EM.. YELLOW WITH YOUR $52.5 TO KEEP EM!

THURSDAY NIGHT FLIGHTS
BEST HAWAIIAN PLATE LUNCH IN OREGON PLUS TODAY'S HITS AND OLDES WITH DJ ALEX MOBLE (SIX!)

SAUCY SATURDAYS
SIGN UP WITH DJ ZAY

SUNDAY NIGHT FLIGHTS
SATURDAY NIGHT FLIGHTS
BEST MIX OF SOUL, HOUSE & TODAY'S TOP HITS

1735 SE TUALATIN VALLEY HWY - HILLSBRO, OR 97123 - (503) 640-4086 www.RunwayGC.com
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WE HAVE LOTTERY!!!
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AUTHENTIC MEXICAN TACO EL SOL CUISINE

SERVING THROUGH OUR PATIO!

3532 SE POWELL BLVD (503) 232-9516 OPEN 2PM-2:30AM DAILY

CHECK OUT OUR NEW FACEBOOK PAGE & INSTAGRAM: WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/HAWTHORNESTRIPOFFICIAL | @HAWTHORNESTRIPOFFICIAL | #HAWTHORNESTRIPOFFICIAL | HAWTHORNESTRIPOFFICIAL.COM
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Off the bat, I’ve seen hundreds of awesome performances from dancers, with nearly every theme one can think of...but, I’ve never seen the *A Clockwork Orange* theme. What inspired you to choose the milk bar as a setting for your final performance?

There were quite a few scenes from *A Clockwork Orange* that I incorporated into this performance. The infamous Korova Milk Bar is one of my favorite scenes from the movie—it’s the first time you get a good look at all of the droogs, Alex included. I thought about how I could put that on stage and what better way, than to have my droogs pour milk all over me?

Is it coincidental that “Axel” is an anagram for “Alex,” from the book/film?

Completely coincidental—quite funny how that worked out.

You ended up in a kiddie pool, covered in what appeared to be milk. Was this real milk? If so, how was the clean-up process? If not, what was it?

It was REAL, 100%, whole milk. I wanted it to look as real as possible and there weren’t any substitutes that would give it the effect that I needed. I used the kiddie pool, with the painted eye logo inside, to hopefully catch all the milk. But, it turns out, when you shake your ass with milk pouring down, it gets everywhere. Cleanup was pretty gnarly—I had milk covering dollars, costumes and my entire body. It took two showers to get it all out of my hair, but I felt like I could still smell milk for the following two days.

How many years (if any) before this one did you compete in competitions?

This is my first competition as a stripper and I have been stripping for four years. As I kid, I was in hundreds of competitions as a ballet, jazz, lyrical, modern and tap dancer—but, that was a long time ago. I have been a backup dancer and choreographer in the past two years of *Miss Exotic Oregon* competitions, so I figured I would give it a try for myself.

What other super dope themes have you used in prior performances and how do you go about choosing something that gets the crowd’s attention?

For my preliminary round, I did a
number from the John Waters movie Cry Baby, as Traci Lords. I can't tell you how many times I have had people tell me how much I look like her, so I thought that would be a fun theme to go with. With both my Cry Baby performance and my A Clockwork Orange performance, I obviously wanted to pay tribute to those movies, because they are some favorites of mine. Overall, I wanted to put choreography and costuming on stage that would be fun and captivating, visually. I wanted to put on a show that people would remember and walk away saying, “Wow, that was amazing,” even if they didn’t understand the references or had never seen the movies before.

What advice do you have for dancers who are looking to win the finals at one of our events?

First of all, any dancer planning on winning one of these competitions needs to know how much hard work goes into putting on a performance. Come up with a theme that you know will be fun for you and your audience. And, have a blast with it—even if you don’t win, have it be something that you are proud of.

Since you’ve got our readers’ attention, what clubs, gigs, performances, Soundcloud rappers or overrated fast food establishments would you like to promote in print? Go nuts.

Big shout out to my club, Devils Point—this is where Axel was born and I am there every week, from Thursday to Sunday! And, a shout out to the Kit Kat Club, where I DJ every Monday night! I am hoping to be doing more performances, because it is something I love doing—but, at this time, I don’t have anything booked. DM me via @NicotineFiend_ on Instagram and I will be sure to cover your stage with real milk (if that’s what you are into).

Back to your performance—pole skill is obviously something that you possess. How long have you been dancing and what does it take to feel comfortable on stage?

I have been stripping for four years now. It didn’t take long to feel comfortable on stage, because I was a professionally trained dancer—in ballet, specifically—and, had been on many stages before. But, not with a pole and not naked, either, so it definitely took some getting used to. I have never taken a pole class—I just learned through being on stage, trying things that might be cool and watching the dancers that I work with.

What advice would you tell yourself, if you could go back to your first shift as a dancer?

I am not saying I did everything right on my first shift, but I don’t think I would have given myself any advice. I needed to learn how to work in this industry—with trial and error. I am proud of how far I have come as a dancer.

Lastly (and, thank you for taking the time to answer some questions for Exotic), which ending to A Clockwork Orange do you prefer...the book or the film? Will you be able to rehabilitate or will you go back to your old, ultraviolent ways?

Kubrick’s ending. “I was cured, all right.” But, the old ultraviolent ways never truly die.
The waitress sat alone, tucked into a booth in the far corner of the 24-hour diner. Often, the restaurant bustled and buzzed with throngs of late-night diners—drunk and in search of sustenance to ease their transition into an inebriated sleep. But, tonight, the diner had remained mostly empty and though she could have used the tips, she was quietly grateful for the lull. She stretched her legs, her toes barely able to reach the bench on the other side of the table and rested her small, weary feet.

Steam rose up from her coffee cup. Two packets of sugar—just enough cream. She watched the color swirl and lighten from nearly black to ruddy caramel. Delicately, she swirled just the tip of her petite pink finger into the mug and gave a little stir. She brought her finger to her lips—red, full and cherubic—and let it linger there, while she slowly slid it between them and gave a long, satisfied suck. She bit down and paused. The diner smelt heavily of maple syrup and bacon—she took a deep and deliberate breath in and closed her eyes, for just a moment. As she opened them and scanned the empty diner, a deliciously deviant thought crept through her mind.

Between her legs, she felt a hot pulse—her nipples began to tingle and she turned around to check. Was she really alone? Yes. Not a soul nor an eye...she ran her hands up from the back of her knee, to the top of her silky black stocking. With one hand, she cupped her smooth, round thigh, while the other slid gently below her pleated skirt. Lightly, she grazed her panties—she could feel her pussy, a soft mound of warm flesh, beneath the cotton. Rhythmically, her fingers litled and danced in a smooth, circular motion then up, down and up again...sometimes meandering, to the soft nook between her thigh and panty.

She peered down between her legs and watched as a small, wet spot began to form on the white fabric pressed snugly against her pussy. She let her neck relax and loosen as she leaned her head against the high back of the leather booth. Her bruntette locks fell in soft curls, framing her petite face and flushed cheeks—her rosebud mouth fell open as she brought a hand to her small, round breast. Firm and supple, they filled her palm. She pinched her nipples lightly and slid her now soaking wet panties to the side.

Luminous fluid glazed her deep pink labia, and as she pulled the fabric of her panties further away, she saw as it danced like glistening webs. Her lips were full and swollen, her clit throbbed, begging to be touched—her pussy flowed, hot and wet and aching to be filled. She wondered if she should stop—surely if she were caught she would be fired...but strangely, the thought of danger only served to arouse her further. She had always been the model employee—the good girl. Always punctual, well-dressed, cheerful...but sometimes, she tired of being well-behaved. Sometimes, she thought, even good girls need to be bad.

She brought her dampened finger to her mouth and tasted herself. A deep, sweet musk overwhelmed her taste buds, she sucked her fingers hungrily. Now that she had made up her mind to proceed, a frenzy grew quickly within her. A small pool had formed on the leather seat between her legs—she let her knees fall away from one another and slid her finger into her hot, wanting, little pussy. Her pussy tensed, pulsed and tightened around her finger. She gasped as she slid herself further inside, her legs now butterflied and spread wide...she circled her swollen clit, overwhelmed with ecstasy. Small moans bubbled from deep inside of her. She tried to control them, but in spite of herself, she called out with increasing volume and pitch. She pushed a second finger into her opening and began to thrust hard and deep—her hips rocking back and forth, her ass pressed hotly against the leather.

Her small frame began to shiver and shake—the pressure building deep in her pussy. Her body flushed with heat, her breath shallow and rapid as she fucked herself with wild abandon. With one deep inhale, she felt the floodgates release. She bit her lip and suddenly, with more intensity than she’d ever felt, her vision went dark as she gushed, moaned and came—hard. She sat, momentarily stunned. Her breath returned, her long dark lashes fluttered, she opened her eyes and startled. There, seated at the bar, was a man. His eyes twinkled and he smiled, amused...“Don’t mind me—I didn’t want to interrupt...a table for one, please.”
Money, Money, Twenty-Twenty: Predictions For The Portland Music Scene (And Beyond) For The Year 2020

by Blazer Sparrow

BAES Fried Chicken will burn to the ground under mysterious circumstances, but we will all know it’s actually the petty and vengeful spirit of Ash St. Saloon, wreaking havoc from beyond the grave. Any future attempt to sully the piss-and-heroin-drenched hallowed halls of Portland’s downtown music scene will be met with a similar fate. Stay away, trust fund entrepreneurs—you have been warned!

Lizzo will be virtually unheard of among the white hipster music aficionados. They will have since moved on to the latest pop star that checks off several of their marginalized communities’ boxes in one sweep. It should be noted, that in 2021, that same darling pop star w the hipsters declare their new favorite will also be forgotten.

The Network will not reunite to tour their debut (and only) album and it will be a god-damned shame.

The bustling, gentrified strip we know and love as Division Street will become too “mainstream” for the cool kids, so it will be abandoned in exchange for boomer and Gen X tourism (see Hawthorne Street for reference). Construction will begin on Clinton Street, as the new happening boulevard of Portland “weirdness.” Clinton Street Theater will be the overpopulated epicenter of this new abomination. The line for midnight screenings of Rocky Horror Picture Show will now stretch all the way to Division Street and the old heads will brag about how they’ve attended every screening since 2011, while complaining about how it used to be better (and cheaper) in the 2010s.

After sitting empty for a year—with the nursing home endeavor turning out to be a complete flop—The Tonic Lounge will reopen in August of 2020, this time as The Panicked Raven. The sign will be redone with an unnecessarily cartoonish raven in a state of distress. Gaudy Poe-esque décor will litter the bar’s interior and the venue will pander to goth, emo and scene kids in what will amount to a pathetic east side answer to Lovecraft. After bad reviews and worse attendance, The Panicked Raven will close and reopen as The New Tonic Lounge. A female-fronted band will be given a non-ideal date for a show and the internet will explode with accusations of sexism in the heavy music scene, perpetuated by the misogynist owners of venues like The New Tonic Lounge. Doors will be permanently closed (again) and covered in graffiti by January 2021.

Fender Jazzmasters will fall out of favor amongst the indie darling rockstars of Portland. They will go the way of the Gibson Les Paul and be considered old head boomer favorites. If you are even seen with a Jazzmaster at any reputable venue, you will be immediately ridiculed for worshipping at the alter of classic rock along with all the other nostalgists who can’t let go of the past. Since cheap is cool, the hot new broke vintage gui-

ter lighting up Instagram will be the Danlec-tro Shorthorn. Naturally, all the hipster stars will only afford the 59DC reissue models, but you will see them everywhere. This fad will be all but gone once the kids find footage of Jimmy Page using one.

Red Fang will release another album. Sales will be good, but not great.

Against all better judgment, a local strip club will start booking rock bands in an attempt to emulate the same vibe as a club from the movies. Although the gimmick will be appreciated by the customers and garner some media attention, the girls will be mostly annoyed, as the new live music will only draw attention away from them and lower their bottom line. Longtime nemesis of the club and next-door neighbor (another strip club), will retaliate by hosting country, western and bluegrass bands at a makeshift stage in their establishment. The two strip clubs’ longstanding feud will reignite in cheesy rock vs. country headline fodder. Both clubs will stop, once the owners stop paying the bands they book and require the dancers to tip out the bands, on top of their already hefty stage fee and tip-out to staff.

Portland will see its first Dead Moon tribute band, known as OG PDX. They will immediately be booed off the stage at their first performance and issued death threats, should they attempt another show.

Although I do not know the name of this young musical group, they will accidentally be booked at Rontoms, because their one radio-friendly Bandcamp single sounded compatible with the other hipster darling groups performing on a certain Sunday Sessions night. The booker, other bands and audience will all be horribly surprised when this young group unleashes a flurry of loud, electric bombast, coupled with raw emotive vocals. Everyone’s cocktails will be vigorously interrupted. A mass exodus to the smoking patio will occur. The band will not be booed, because Portlanders are too passive-aggressive for that. Instead, they will be given the cold shoulder and told “good job” in the most condescending way possible. Heartbroken and distraught thinking that this Rontoms show would be the band’s big break, the band packs up and moves to Seattle, hoping to catch fire there. They are immediately signed by Sub Pop, and in a strange full-circle twist of fate, they become the biggest band on the planet for a hot minute, before imploding because of drugs or some shit. People who talked shit about them at the Rontoms show will brag to their friends about how they were at one of the first shows of said band and were into them before they became famous.

Blazerdamus has spoken.
I’m eating a weed chocolate bar right now. It came in a package that included a barcode. I purchased it with a credit card, from a store next to the police station. Legal weed is wonderful...unless, of course, you plan on smoking it. Have we forgotten what we came here to do? Bong rips. Blunt hits. You know, pot. The shit hippies fought for. The stuff that “is just a plant.” And, yet, here we are, recharging our Millenial devices and smoking oil from a nail. Did we forget about the boomers who came before us?

Here are three things that we need to introduce to the legal weed arena, immediately. Otherwise, the last fifty years were a waste.

**Cannabis Lounges**

These used to be around, years ago. In fact, Cannabliss—one of Portland’s oldest dispensaries (if not the oldest)—was (and, still is) one of the best businesses in Portland, weed-related or otherwise. For those who remember the olden days of the late 2000s, it was possible to roll up into one of a handful of clubs. Cannabliss was one of several; buy some chips, take a gigantic vape hit—a ring of underground cannabis sales that fulfilled the olden days of the late 2000s, when marijuana cardholders weren’t so fucked up. Again, I’m a huge fan—but, I’m not gonna pretend that my bong is more dangerous than the hypothetical firearm I would mention in this column, if gun laws relating to medical marijuana cardholders weren’t so fucked up. There’s an “amateur skydiving” place by my old house. That’s right—you can skydive if you happen to be bored and have fifty bucks in your pocket. So, go ahead and jump out of a fucking plane while drinking and unloading a pistol—just don’t smoke pot in public.

**Flower-Friendly Vape Products**

Look, I’m 40 fucking years old—I like weed. Not dabs, twigs, bombs, tinctures, wedgies, pollywogs or whatever you kids are vap-ing on my lawn. I want raw, stanky, green nugs. However, I do understand that non-combustion (vape) is the way to go, when it comes to health and retaining THC percentage (apparently, a joint wastes 90% of the good shit, when compared to vaporizing). But, when it comes to devices intended to vape weed (not concentrates, but nugs), the market is crap. You can either purchase a rig that requires a home setup and resembles that hookah thing the caterpillar from Alice In Wonderland was using or you can settle for a portable device that is fucking impossible to turn off quickly. One minute you’re pre-heating your Pax, and the next, mall security is asking you why your pocket is smoking.

Compare these flower vape devices to dab pens, oil rigs and the like. Weed oil cartridg-
Thank the aliens above...the holiday season is over! I am, as most folks know, not the biggest fan of winter. Shit freezes. It gets dark at noon. Consumerism forces families into small spaces for short periods of time, resulting in every party involved wanting to avoid each other for another year. Plus, it never snows when you want it to snow. Thankfully, strip clubs keep naked women warm, employed and happy—we are truly a year-round industry. So, if you’re still feeling the leftovers of holiday depression, head over to Club Sinrock’s new downtown location or swing by Sinferno and warm up next to the fire shows. Now, on to the news...

Introducing Miss Exotic Oregon 2020, Axel

This year’s Miss Exotic Oregon competition was nothing short of amazing. By the time the final rounds rolled around, the roster of candidates was beyond impressive—a list of nearly twenty performers, all of whom brought their A-game to the stage. So, when it came time to crown a new queen, the scores were tight and there was genuine suspense, as the winner was announced. Once the winner was crowned, the crowd went wild and it was clear that folks from Portland were happy with the results of an election—in 2019, that’s an accomplishment in and of itself.

Now, it is worth noting that Miss Exotic Oregon 2020 marked the return of bead-free voting (well, one bead necklace per attendee, with no way to purchase more), meaning that the winner was determined based mostly on score from the judges. Personally speaking, I have never had an issue with how prior pageants have turned out—from Taeya’s classic Granny-Gone-Wild theme to Annie’s visually stunning Pink Panther set, I truly enjoyed (and respect the crowns of) previous Miss Exotic Oregon winners. But, because any election or competition ends up in some sort of dispute—usually based on rumors and hot air—there was an extra element of fairness this year, which means that no one can dispute the new queen’s crown (unless your conspiracy theories are deep cuts, involving aliens and the Illuminati—but, everyone already knows we work for both of those parties).

So, who won? None other than Axel from Devils Point, who performed a set based on A Clockwork Orange—complete with an actual milk bath and help from her fellow droogs. In my 25 short years on this planet (give or take a decade and a half), I have never, ever seen a theme so “ultraviolent” or fringe (read the book and watch the movie, if you have not yet already) appeal to a crowd that may or may not be familiar with the source material. This, to me, is the sign of a true performer—someone whose theme and concept is clear cut, but is not necessary for the audience to be familiar with, in order for them to appreciate the show. I don’t speak much Spanish, but I enjoy the shit out of some Mexican wrestling—showmanship and dramatics transcend language. So, to Axel, cheers for bringing the Korova to the masses.

Be sure to catch our exclusive Axel interview (as well as some sexy photos) on page 20.

2020 Resolution: Keep Politics Off The Pole

I usually reserve this column for local news and events, but since it’s a semi-slow month (aside from Pirates Of The Caribooty—peep the dates to your right), I figure I’d take some time to remind folks about what exactly “entertainment” means (at least, when it comes to the kind of entertainment offered by the strip club hub that is Oregon). When a
performer hits the stage, they are selling a fantasy—an escape from the daily grind, complete with stage names and theme music. If you haven’t noticed, strip clubs are the last remaining aspect of entertainment that has not been infused with...you guessed it, politics.

Movies, comic books, video games, television shows and music have all been reduced to an us-versus-them, our-team-against-your-team, shaming competition—from all sides. Considering the turmoil that exists on mainstream news, combined with the fact that 2020 is an election year, I want my fellow DJs, dancers, club owners and club staff to all come together in agreement, that we will continue to be an escape from the drama. When people are fed up with the constant barrage of political narrative(s), they deserve an escape and, well, we are that escape. Boobs are bipartisan.

Yes, there are issues like FOSTA/SESTA that are both industry-related and political in nature. But, if you take a closer look, neither of the big teams gives two fucks about the adult industry. We’re either a bunch of immoral sinners who don’t pay their taxes, or part of the misogynistic patriarchy that keeps all women down—at least, according to the elephants and donkeys. To me, however, the strip club industry is the perfect union between capitalism and socialism—a great way for “both sides” to sit at the same stage and appreciate a strong, independent woman who doesn’t mind performing naked for anyone, regardless of how they vote (at least, she pretends to not care, but most customers wouldn’t know that). I have seen rival gangs and motorcycle clubs put aside their differences at the rack—so, if that’s possible, anything is possible.

And, if you insist on being political as a stripper or strip club employee, at least consider running for office. We need more of our kind in government. I mean, if you’re looking for someone who is good with money, knows how to put on a show, can kiss ass and pretend to care when necessary, what better fit than a dancer?
You are done with relationships. Who isn’t? This is 2020, get on the poly-bus, download Tinder, have some dates, make the sex and stop worrying so damned much.

Mike, I know you’re reading this, so deal with it.

As full disclosure, I’m a 39-year-old lady who was in a committed relationship for 15 years. Let’s do the math. Given that my relationship ended in 2019, that means I haven’t dated since 2004, when Tubgirl was still a thing. After an amicable dissolution, I decided to dip my old, haggard toe into the online dating market. Here’s what I’ve learned.

There are some oft-repeated phrases on profiles that could either be assets or drawbacks, depending on your desires. “Ethically non-monogamous” is a great example. This could mean one of a few things. “What she doesn’t know won’t hurt her,” “Unicorn hunters,” “We’re in denial about not being attracted to each other anymore” or “Single, but my ego is big enough that I think I can bag more tail than yours.” I always swipe left on these—not because I have any objection to the philosophy, but more because the phrase “ethically non-monogamous” grosses me out.

Summing up your personality based on the Meyers-Briggs system seems to be all the rage. I am too A (apathetic) to look your letters up, S (skeptical of your ability to assess your own personality objectively) and S (supremely annoyed that this is how we now classify ourselves.), which makes me an ASS. This seems legit, so I’m putting that on my profile.

There is a vast swath of mysterious daters, who post nothing about themselves whatsoever in their profile. I guess photos are supposed to speak for themselves, but when those photos are of things like “tree,” “fancy car,” “dog” and “lakes,” I am 100% convinced that you are ugly and boring. Swipe left.

Do not put pictures of your kid on Tinder. This should go without saying, but somehow, it doesn’t. I can’t even elaborate on this, but I’ve seen it more times than I have fingers, so please stop.

Let’s also cool it with the gym pics. I get that you are proud of your physique, but please, I don’t personally need to see how many times you’ve nearly prolapsed your anus dead lifting, brah.

It took me a while to learn, but some of these phrases that turn up again and again are easily translated, and include (but, are not limited to) “In town for the weekend” (let me give you herpes), “We can say we met somewhere else” (no one IRL will date me and I carry terrible shame for having to resort to this, and by proxy, so should you), “feminist” (I’ll say anything to get laid), “discreet” (cheating), “give me a reason to delete this app” (oh God, I’m so alone), “great sense of humor” (boring and unfunny, maybe clinical depression) and “musician” (unemployed narcissist).

When you actually find someone who seems like they might not be a complete waste of your time, and, if by some magical event, they reciprocate, someone will now have to say hello. 90% of people are not bold enough to do that, so it’s probably on you. You’ve got nothing to lose, so go for it, but be forewarned—even if you’ve both made a positive initial assessment of one another (and, made the swipe-left agreement that—“Yeah, you seem less than horrible”), there’s still a huge probability that your “hello” will be met with dead air. This remains a bit of a mystery to me, but I’m assuming it has something to do with the abject terror of possibly having a conversation with someone as far out of your league as I am.

When you do actually manage to rope someone marginally interesting or cute into conversation, now the dance begins. What sort of discourse is appropriate? Small talk? Do you jump right into soliciting naughty pictures with couregettes, try to make some actual intellectual conversation or move straight into dumping your emotional train wreck on them? What won’t scare them off? I like to ask “would-you-rathers” and see how they react. “Would you rather full on piss yourself every time you sneezed, or no matter what you do, you always smell aggressively of horses?” is a good conversation starter (or, ender depending). It may lack the directness and cachet of “Can I put the thing in the thing?” but, it’s a good vetting tool.

So, now you’ve actually agreed to meet up. Good for you. Do you go straight for the not-motel or somewhere where you’re less likely to get murdered? When you do meet, after all this elaborate dancing around? What if there’s no spark? What if they DO smell aggressively of horses? What if, what appeared to be a charming young lady, turns out to be a mob of angry squirrels in a trench coat?

That’s always the risk with these things and has been long before the advent of the circus sideshow that is Tinder. Just remember to tell someone where you’re going, bring your mace, your strap-on and a sense of optimism. Even if it doesn’t go anywhere, the worst thing that will probably happen is some awkward conversation. Best case scenario, everyone gets orgasms and no one gets syphilis—but, more likely, you’ll just have something 10% more fun to spend your evening doing than crying alone, getting drunk and watching reruns.

Eventually, as the novelty of the thing wears thin, you’ll find yourself considering deleting it. But, now you realize you’ve completely forgotten how to meet people in any other context. Do singles bars even exist anymore? Is your life just going to be an endless loop of swipe-chat-flirt-abject disappointment? The answer is “probably,” but you’ll never know, unless you try.

That’s why I ultimately deleted it. Because, as it turns out, I’d rather be disappointed in person than online—dating doesn’t have to be a Russian roulette of internet algorithms. I can decide off the bat how much I don’t like you (because I’m too much of an ASS).

Esmeralda Rupp-Spangle is a writer, marathon sleeper, professional flea trainer and aspiring lumberjack. She can be found on MeWe by name, or on Instagram at @EsmeraldaSilentCitadel (but, not on Tinder—sorry, folks).
Yeah, I know—an article about New Year’s resolutions. Real original. But, this isn’t about what I’m doing (or even what you’re doing). It’s about how to present yourself as though you have grand and glorious dreams, which you will fulfill in the next year. You won’t, of course, but the point is to impress your friends and strike fear into your enemies.

Now, your hollow boasting on social media can 100% one-up your friends. We’re not talking of the ridiculous-but-practical shit, like most people have. Oh, I’m gonna lose 50 pounds. Oh, I’m gonna get healthy and stop smoking a dozen cigars a day. Oh, I’m gonna look up my long-lost grandma and go visit her in the old country, after seeing one of those genealogy sites. No—none of that garbage. You’re gonna tell everyone—but not do—one of the following. Bonus points if you actually do it, but, come on, it’s a New Year’s resolution. Nothing ever comes of those. Instead, you’re just gonna make everyone jealous of your dangerously bold ambition. Tell your friends and family that this year, you’re going to...

Breed giant slugs in an attempt to sell their slime as a miracle cure.

Run for political office on a “legalize cocaine” platform.

Buy a convenience store and eat everything inside it within a month.

Go to Africa and wrestle a gorilla.

Stay in the USA and wrestle a gorilla.

Invent a new shower hygiene device, that cleans “all the crevices, even the squirmies.”

Win a slam dunk competition, thanks to your patented spring shoes.

Eat one of those giant steaks that, if you can finish it, you get it free—the kind served at one of those steakhouses that cuts off your tie, if you come in wearing one.

Set up the world’s biggest ant farm in your living room.

See if you can live off a diet of roots and grubs, like primitive man.

Build a fully livable house out of crabgrass and buffalo shit.

Collect every vintage Garbage Pail Kids card and use them to decorate your car.

Sail around the world in a kiddie pool full of gravy.

Hold a public debate on the merits of artificial insemination, while hurling water balloons full of tapioca at spectators.

Turn your garage into a full-service massage parlor. FULL full service. Wink, wink.

Tame and ride the noble walrus across the ocean, or, at least, a little ways across a good-sized lake.

Start a business selling bath towels with a Soviet Russian theme, which “make wet people sad.”

Grow a houseplant that satisfies all your needs.

Figure out what the hell spelt is.

Write a new Christmas carol that includes the word “bitches” at least three times.

Punch an emu (or any other ratite) right in the goddamned FACE!

Set up a food cart that serves weak, lukewarm coffee called a “depresso.”

Pelt a petitioner with at least one egg.

Feel up an alpaca and hear its noise.

Create a new deodorant brand with the flagship scent “baby formula and cognac.”

Give a dog a bath at a public park—a dog which does not belong to you. And, also, a bath of liquid caramel.

Give blood. To someone. That isn’t yours.

Ride and/or die.

Successfully petition Webster’s to add “grundle” to the dictionary.

Shave someone’s grundle—someone who needs it.

Write a book about how to cook a lavish dinner, when all you have is a 40 oz of Old English and eight grapes.

Invent a giant, smoothbore dildo cannon, in case Godzilla shows up and you need to fuck him in the ass.

Become an older, dirtier bastard.

DJ a wedding of people you don’t know by knocking out the initial DJ and beatboxing into the mic, until they give you a free pass to the bar in order to get you to shut up.

Play God... until it gets boring. Then, play Uno.

Cheat at Uno in ways that will make the experts question why you’re completely cor-
rupting a family game.

Develop a mobile app that matches people looking to date with people currently taking a dump.

Find a way to use the phrase “because deez nuts,” every single day for the whole year.

Figure out what a “hurgusburgus” is; sell it to others.

Beat up every sudoku player you know.

Master the art of making a perfect Philly cheesesteak in the shower.

Memorize 120 Days Of Sodom and quote it to people like it were the bible.

Try to market a revolutionary 3”x4” index card.

Sack Rome.

See if you can sell your lawn clippings as an inexpensive, vegan meat substitute.

Bet on sporting events, using nothing but a dump truck of chocolate coins.

Be a better ally to people utterly beaten by Pac-Man.

Climb a mountain made of nothing but rich, creamy nougat.

Crochet a series of novelty condoms out of polyester.

Make the world's most unwholesome plate of nachos.

Find out where Amelia Earhart's remains are and then use them to digitally model a sex doll with her likeness.

Same with Jimmy Hoffa.

Spend your downtime weeping into the open bell of a tuba.

Dig a hole in the ground and list it on Airbnb.

Visit a foreign country and get kicked out, for yelling at everyone that they're doing things wrong.

Realize that your relationships are as depthless as you are—and, that you will never find happiness with another person, because the characteristics you desire in others are just as superficial as your own. However, because you lack the capability to be self-satisfied, you are thus are doomed to a slow, awkward slog toward death, with at-best mediocre people limply pretending to hold your hand the whole way, until something better comes along.

Get a ball pit for your home.

Get a ball pit for your neighbor's home.

Learn how to recycle all that pee you've been keeping in jars. Someone has to want it...right?

Alright, that's about all I have that will fit. Feel free to pick and choose from the list or mix-and-match. You'll totally wow everyone and make it look like you've got it all on the ball, when you say your resolution is to build a 1:1 statue of Muhammad Ali out of beef jerky (or any of the above).

Knock 'em dead. They won't check next year.

By the way, my resolution is to do another one of these next January.

P.S. If anyone does any of these, drop me a line and let me know.

**Wombstetcha The Magnificent** is a writer, counter-counter-terrorism expert, Ray Charles impersonator, cat taunter, sushi evangelist and retired rapper from Portland, OR. He can be found at Wombstetcha.com, on Twitter as @Wombstetcha503 and on Facebook (and MeWe, the not-shitty Facebook) as “Wombstetcha The Magnificent.”
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times. It all depended on what you did with the hand you were dealt. Some hands were better than others, of course—but, like it or not, you were in the game.

Mariah opened the door to the taxi and tossed her beat-up canvass rucksack inside. She hopped into the backseat, up-beat and energetic. Her hair was unkempt.

“Hi, how are you today?”

“So far, so good.” replied the driver.

She pointed.

“See that guy? He’s coming with us.”

The man-of-the-day pushed open the glass door and sauntered out of the U-Haul office. He gazed side to side, looking cool, but his cheap sunglasses hid furtive eyes.

He slid into the cab next to Mariah, then acknowledged the driver.

“Hey man, how you doin’?”

“So far, so good.”

Mariah giggled.

“Is that what you say to everyone?”

“If I didn’t, I’d be lying.”

The driver pushed the button on the meter.

“Where to?”

Hanna poured four shots of espresso into her travel mug. Today was a big day. She stepped into her combat boots and laced them up. On mornings this cold, she usually drove. But, today, she would take the bus. She expected to spend much of the next few days in jail and didn’t want to deal with a parking ticket, on top of all the other impending nonsense. She sprinkled three days worth of food into her fish tank, said goodbye to Herman and George as they rose up to eat and stepped outside into the cold, dark morning.

Mariah bounced excitedly in her seat, as M.I.A.’s “Paper Planes” came on the radio.

“I love this song,” she declared. “I used to dance to it at work.”

The man-of-the-day looked at her from behind his shades, “At work?”

“Yup, I stripped in this town for years. I won all the awards—all of em!…I swear, this lady has drums in her soul.” She started singing along.

“I fly like paper, get high like planes,
If you catch me at the border,
I got visas in my name,
If you come around here, I make ‘em all day,
I’ll get one done in a second, if you wait.
Sometimes I think sittin’ on trains,
every stop I get to, I’m clocking that game,
Everyone’s a winner, we’re making our fame,
bonafide hustler making my name.”

“Portland famous, I was,” Mariah declared. “Portland famous. Like the guy with the Mickey Mouse ears that begged for dollars on the Hawthorne Bridge. Portland famous, but he’s dead now. Suicide. Or, the guy who used to come into the clubs selling roses for the ladies. He’s dead too. He and his wife were shot, while sitting in their car. Murdered. Something to do with their gangbanger son. Portland famous.”

The man-of-the-day was impressed.

“So, you were a star?”

“Baby, I got more stars than the Milky Way.”

“All I want to do is…bang bang bang bang…
and a click—cha-ching…take your mon-ey,
All I want to do is…bang bang bang bang…
and a click—cha-ching…take your mon-ey.

Hanna had been an aggressive defender of animal rights for the better part of a decade. She despised factory farms, as well as the destruction of the wild. Any form of animal torture or abuse infuriated her and she made it her business to be well-aware of such occurrences on an international scale. She carried a righteous anger with her on a daily basis, and her friends gave her the nickname, “Mad Hanna.”

“Pirate skulls and bones,
Sticks and stones and weed and bongs,
Running when we hit ‘em,
Lethal poison, for the system.”

Yale’s Skull And Bones Society included members of the timber company Weyerhaeuser, along with many members of the Bush Crime Family and countless other liars, thugs, murderers and thieves. Two summers back, Weyerhaeuser started clear-cutting eighty-eight acres of pristine, old-growth habitat, with plans to liquidate the timber in Portland’s booming construction market. Hanna got wind of this and it made her mad. So, she climbed to the top of an ancient sitka spruce and lived in a tent on a platform, all summer long, so the
tree wouldn’t be cut down.

“All I want to do is…bang bang bang bang…and a clik—cha-ching…take your money.

All I want to do is…bang bang bang bang…

and a clik—cha-ching…take your money.”

Mariah closed her eyes and smiled towards the sun. It warmed her face.

“I have no family. I’m a beam without a sun.”

Not long ago, she had a family, and at that very moment, her eight-year old son was sitting in school, wondering what happened to his mama. “What happened to you mama?” he thought. “Mama who used to read me books and snuggle up to me at night. Where did you go mama? What did I do wrong?”

Mariah continued, “I was two years away from a neuroscience degree, but I had to leave all that. Had to be free.”

The man-of-the-day thought to himself, “Neuroscience? Yeah right. Crazy bitch…”

But, it was true, Mariah had indeed been two years away from a neuroscience degree.

No one on the corner has swagger like us
Hit me on my burner prepaid wireless
We pack and deliver like UPS trucks
Already going to hell, just pumping that gas

Hanna was going solo on today’s action—didn’t tell a soul. Usually she worked with others, like when she and friends disguised themselves as construction workers and scaled the World Trade Organization headquarters in Washington, D.C.—hanging a giant banner that called attention to the evils of the whaling industry. Or, when she was one of a dozen activists that repelled hundreds of feet off the St. John’s Bridge and hung suspended in place for more than a day, temporarily blocking a barge trying to deliver an offshore oil rig to the waters of the Arctic Ocean.

“M.I.A. (Missing In Action)
Third world democracy
Yeah, I’ve got more records than the KGB
So, uh, no funny business”

Hanna didn’t have more records than the KGB, but the KGB had her records. Nobody at the agency had ever looked at them, but they had them, simply because they had duplicates of all records at the F.B.I. and C.I.A., thanks to a stealthy hack by the Chinese firm Huawei, gifted to Putin by Xi Jinping.

Mariah was alone in the motel room; the man-of-the-day had gone to the liquor store. She slid the needle into her vein and pushed the brown liquid inside. It was too much and her knees buckled as she hit the floor with a thud. She could barely move, but she felt so good. She was a beam without a sun. She managed to crack open her eyelids, inches from the bright, shiny steel of the air conditioner—the last thing Mariah’s eyes saw were her own eyes, looking back at her.

Hanna slipped the bike lock around her neck and clicked it into place. She was now locked to the doors of the Oregon Department of Fish And Wildlife headquarters and nobody was going inside until the agency withdrew yesterday’s order to begin killing wolves or the lock was cut off (and she was arrested). Word quickly spread about Hanna’s action, and soon, countless other protesters (and the media) showed up. Her mugshot was the most heroic mugshot in the history of mugshots.

While in jail awaiting her arraignment, Hanna was visited by the executive director of a local environmental organization. She was immediately hired to run the organization’s wolf outreach program. Having achieved an environmental science degree from Evergreen State College—paid for exclusively from years of hard work as a stripper—it was Hanna’s first job in her field. Later that year, one day before her presentation as the keynote speaker at a wolf conference in Yellowstone National Park, Hanna hiked deep into the Lamar Valley. There, she saw her first black wolf—a large, Alpha female, sitting amidst the sagebrush and surveying the lowlands below. Hanna looked through her binoculars and saw the black wolf looking right back at her. After a moment, the wolf turned back toward the lowlands, toward the elk and the antelope and the buffalo, and decided it wasn’t yet time to hunt.

Some some some I some I murder
Some I some I let go
Some some some I some I murder
Some I some I let go”

Hanna watched the wolf disappear into the sagebrush, the woody branches combing the fur on her tail, as it slipped through. Sitting there in the valley, amidst the sagebrush, amidst the mountains, trees, buffalo and wolves, Hanna felt as close to the Creator as she ever had. And, as for those who happily destroy Creation for their own greed? Oh, what Hanna would do to the evil rich, if she were God.

“All I want to do is…bang bang bang bang…and a…clik—cha-ching…take your money.

All I want to do is…bang bang bang bang...and a…clik—cha-ching…take your money.”
Axel & Pixie’s Vampire Birthday Bash!

JOIN US FOR A SEXY, SPOOKY NIGHT
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24 @ 9PM
TUNES BY DJ KENOY
MEL AND GILLIAN BEHIND THE BAR
DRINK SPECIALS ALL NIGHT

“Portland’s Rock-N-Roll Strip Club”

DEVI LS POIN T
5305 SE FOSTER RD | (503) 774-4513 | OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM DAILY

NOW HIRING TALENTED, SEXY ENTERTAINERS | GO TO DEVILSPONTBAR.COM TO SCHEDULE AN AUDITION TODAY
FOR EVENTS AND DANCERS’ SCHEDULES, CHECK US OUT @ DEVILSPONTBAR.COM | #DEVILSPONTPDX | @DEVILSPONTPDX
LUCKY DEVIL lounge
Portland, Oregon

Featuring Saber
Fridays 4pm-7pm

Check Out Twisted Stripper
Money Maker Maintenance
Mondays At Your Floor PDX
www.CarlieFox.com

LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE | 633 SE POWELL BLVD | (503) 206-7350 | OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
NOW HIRING TALENTED ENTERTAINERS | AUDITIONS AVAILABLE AT WWW.LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE.COM
WWW.LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE.COM | @LUCKYDEVILLOUNGEpdx | #LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE
ALWAYS HIRING FUN GIRLS!
1-888-BUNNYRANCH MadamSuzette@BunnyRanch.com

Alexandria Moon
AlexandriaMoon@BunnyRanch.com
69 Moonlite Road
Carson City, NV 89706
(775) 246-9901
BunnyRanch.com

Olivia Green
OliviaGreen@LoveRanch.net
95 Kit Kat Drive
Carson City, NV 89706
(775) 246-7252
LoveRanch.net

Aria Quinn
AriaQuinn@KitKatRanch.com
48 Kit Kat Drive
Carson City, NV 89706
(775) 246-9975
KitKatRanch.com

Misty Lane
MistyLane@SagebrushRanch.com
51 Kit Kat Drive
Carson City, NV 89706
(775) 246-5683
SagebrushRanch.com
They say a bartender acts as a therapist. I decided to make it official. My only credentials involve listening to hundreds upon hundreds of people's problems, over more years than I can admit. Let me wipe the bar down for you, put down a fresh coaster, then pour you a drink. Pull up your stool and tell me all about it. Remember, I've heard it all. If you have a question, please write DiscountTherapist@Yahoo.com. You will remain anonymous. Also, you get what you pay for.

Go To Work, Gotta Get A job

I hate my job. My boss is extremely difficult to work with. All she seems to do is criticize me, knock me down and brow-beat me into submission. I can't seem to do anything right. It seems to have gotten worse since she's gotten pregnant. I need this job, but I'm not sure how to make our work relationship congruent.

Dear Indentured,

First off, work is never going to be fun. There's always going to be difficult people, aspects of the job you dislike, long stretches of painful boredom and mundanity. People think bartending is a party. Sometimes, it is... but, rarely. My job is a job and most of the time it is hard work. I have to deal with gross stuff, drunk and belligerent people (and also difficult coworkers, at times). Never mind what I do now. You've come to the right person. Before I threw my keys on the break room table and walked out on my last job, I was a high-volume corporate retail manager—for 17 years. Retail was literal hell—as you can imagine—but, they sent us to countless seminars on how to manage. One class I actually taught dealt with the subject of dealing with difficult people in the workplace.

Finally, a question I'm actually qualified to answer.

First, before I give you some tools, ask yourself if you have a problem with authority. Some people don't thrive in the work environment, because they "don't like to be told what to do." If this is the case, you will never succeed or be happy in a teamwork environment. You need to open your own business or work hard to become the boss yourself, but, even then, there's always someone above you. If this is the case, that's your problem, not anyone else's, and I suggest you grow up. Also, ask yourself if you don't like a woman telling you what do do. Some men hate it and I've been there often in my career. Be honest with yourself. Again, if that may be the case, the problem is you.

Let's say those two things are not the issue, which I hope they aren't. You mentioned she was pregnant. She could be dealing with hormonal issues and physical discomfort and that could make things worse. But, it sounds like this problem was going on before the pregnancy. I've worked with a lot of pregnant women in my time and I never knew them to turn into oppressive work nightmares, so let's cross that off.

So, maybe this person really is a horrible boss. You're not doing anything wrong and they don't know how to manage. I have seen a lot of ill-equipped managers in the past, and when I left my career, it
was due to working for a higher-up that was a fucking terror. They exist out there.

Here are some tips I taught in my seminar for dealing with difficult coworkers:

1. When they criticize you—no matter how shitty they say it—thank them for what they said and repeat it back to them calmly, so they know that they were heard. Then, ask them for some things that you are doing right, so you can continue to do them. This will challenge the person to not only see your value, but it shows that you’re willing to work with them.

2. Always remain calm. If you appear angry or upset, it will be used against you. It’s not subservient; it’s taking the high road.

3. Make lists every day of tasks you’ve completed. If the boss comes to jump down your throat, you can show them a physical record of work you’ve done and ask them what other things you can add to the list. Also, you now have a record for corporate in case the boss claims you are slacking (or, if they have unrealistic workload expectations).

4. Have a secret journal and record everything that was said to you (and anything that made you feel unfairly treated). Record conversations on your phone, if you can. These will come in very handy if you need to go to court or file for unemployment. This is key. If this person is really shitty, this could also help get them out of there.

Hating your job sucks. We have to spend so much time at our workplace, that it feels like purgatory when it’s awful. I left my career and never looked back. I said goodbye to my vacation days, bonuses, 401k, health insurance and torched that immaculate resume, to pour beers and shots. Remember, you can always leave. If you really hate it and you can’t work with this person, you can find something else. It’s NEVER too late to start over.

-DiscountTherapist

Mortality

Growing up, I was always sheltered from death. My father’s mom died suddenly from a brain aneurysm when she was 13 and it was incredibly traumatizing. As you might suspect, this had an impact on my upbringing. At seven years old, I was not allowed to go to my grandparents funeral—I wasn’t even told about it. In college, they put my dog to sleep without telling me. We were never even allowed to light candles, because it reminded him of a funeral parlor. Then, at 27, in some hellish irony, my father got cancer that ravaged his body and he died an awful, painful death. In his final moments, he was clinging to me as his lung filled with fluid...all I could say, through the tears, was “don’t be afraid.” I was not ready for that. After a couple years of spiraling out of control, leaving a handful of friends and lovers in my wake, I found my footing. Ten years later, I’m still incapable of handling death. Most recently, my ex-best friend’s father passed away—he was my father’s best friend to boot. Unfortunately, we had a massive falling out two years ago, which seems like a good excuse to avoid the issue. I just can’t get myself to pick up the phone or even write him a letter. I feel this trauma has leached into my love life as well...bouncing between relationships, never allowing myself to feel anything too real and ultimately drowning those emotions at the bottom of a bottle. I hate that it seems normal to me now. How the hell do I keep my past from ruining my present and stop myself from turning into a totally repressed, apathetic, isolated asshole?

-Thanatophobia

Dear Thanatophobia,

When I was 18, my father’s mother—my grandmother—was found wandering the streets in her underwear, in a bad part of town. She didn’t know who she was or where she lived. Two days later, she died of a stroke. It was the first time I think I’d seen my dad cry. I curled up in his lap in his big easy chair, like I used to do as a child. I had no idea what to say. My dad was so bigger than life, gregarious and 6’4”. It scared the hell out of me, to see him this way. I didn’t go to the funeral, because I was scared. No one made me. I regret not being there. I’m sure my dad needed me, but I didn’t know how to do it.

When I was 22, my mom took her own life. She left no note, no reason and I’m still not sure how to cope with it. Her funeral happened to land on 9/11. I remember waking up that morning, trying to get dressed in something appropriate for a funeral for someone who gave you life—not giving a shit about planes flying into a building. My fucking mother was dead. I didn’t even get to say goodbye. I knew my mom was a little mentally ill—that was obvious, even as a child—but, why? I struggle to wonder why she would leave us behind.

After that, shit got weird. I didn’t know how to cope with it. I packed it down, like a Christmas sweater under the bed. I went about my business, like nothing had happened. I was exhibiting behaviors that I didn’t realize was a result of this, like cheating on my boyfriend with multiple partners. I would wake up in the middle of the night screaming, feeling like I was choking on my own tongue. I had to move my bed away from the wall, because it felt like I was in a coffin. I would lie awake for hours trying to wrap my mind around the fact that I will die
even though it was torture to watch. I'm an only child, so it was up to me. Over the next few years, every time I opened the door to his house, I expected to find him. I tried to move in with him, but he wouldn't let me. My dad was committing suicide, as well. He didn't want me to know that he was purposely drinking himself to death. He passed when I was 27.

I was all alone now.

I went through a lot of fear about death that first year. I put my ass in therapy and quickly lied my way right out of it, convincing everyone that everything was fine. I was afraid to face it. There was so much to unpack. She kept asking about my mother and I couldn't talk about it. I told her what I knew she wanted to hear and she graduated me. This is when I had my very first drink of alcohol. It made everything better. I had never drank before then. Then came the string of shitty, unavailable and booze-soaked abusive relationships to follow. Because of the deaths, I was scared to have kids. What if something happens to me and I leave a child like this? I vowed to never have one. I also think I purposely pick shitty people to be with, because I can't attach—which you mentioned—and, that is common, according to the therapist I paid to trick. I also literally couldn't function without a drink, following in dad's footsteps. I shared my story with you because I want you to know that the after-effects of unexpected deaths manifest in a lot of similar ways. I want you to take a small comfort in knowing that how you are living your life, your fears and your inability to commit to people is what happens. You aren't strange or broken. You also don't have to feel bad if you feel distant or clinical around friend's struggles with death. I'm either the best or the worst person to talk to on the subject matter. I'll give it to you real, won't sugarcoat it and say the things others won't say. It's either appreciated or offensive, and I don't care, either way.

How to cope with death? You've had an entire life of fearing it, either through your father's stigmas and your own experiences. It is scary for everyone, once they pull the wool off their eyes and realize that this shit is really going to happen, that you are going to be completely alone in that moment and nothing is going to help you. Once you're woke to it, it's hard to go back. Numbing yourself out is the easy option—trust me, I know. It is an option, but life is going to speed by you so fast doing it. I know you can't turn your brain off or “live, laugh, love” your way out of this reality. I mentioned I was in therapy for this and they didn't have any really helpful coping mechanisms that worked for me, personally. Therapy could ABSOLUTELY be helpful for you. If you've never discussed these issues with a professional, I recommend you do, if you can afford to do so. It won't solve your fear of death, but there can be a lot of insight that can be gained and give you more tools to get through these feelings. You have to be ready to be honest, though. If this bartender can fool the therapist, anyone can—and, it's a waste of both your time and theirs. It's like going to rehab with a suitcase lined with drugs. If you're not ready to unpack, don't bother. I will share with you some things that have helped me cope. I cannot say these will work for you, but this is what I do:

1. I'm an alcoholic—self-medicating. This, I do not recommend.
2. I work out a lot. Not for a hot body, but it helps with the debilitating anxiety, PTSD, depression and insomnia. It's definitely not fun, nor easy to want to do, but it helps a little.
3. Prescriptions. I hated them, but a lot of my friends swear by them.
4. Most importantly, this will sound like contrite bullshit, but, slow down and enjoy things. We know we are going to die. Try to enjoy the very small moments that don’t suck. Did the St. John's bridge look pretty today? Did someone make you laugh? Are you grateful that you're able to afford the fancy bread? This will sound stupid, but when I wake up and feel my PTSD symptoms, I force myself to list at least a few things that are going well in my life. You know, like I have a nice job that pays me, I have the best dog in the world, I have at least two friends who are amazing and put up with my crap...shit like that.
5. Talk to a person who is much older than you. There's a reason why other cultures revere their elderly. As their life travels on, they really get a frame on what's important and what isn't and it can be inspiring.
6. Try to understand that it's literally going to happen to you, either way—no matter what you do. If you fear it, stress, it will still happen. You can get hit by a Tri-Met bus tomorrow. You could die of old age at 100 years old. If you can cope with that, you'll feel better.
7. Hate life so much, you beg for the sweet release of death. Also not recommended.

The weird thing about being a human, is we all feel so alone and so misunderstood, but we are all so very much the same. Every single person on this planet is afraid of death. Regardless of country or culture. Since the dawn of human existence. That's why the concept of heaven was made—to make us feel like there's a place for us after we pass. The pain of the human experience is knowing our death is eventually on the table. Is that an answer to your question? No, but just know you're not alone. Everyone is scared.

-DiscountTherapist
SINFERNO

Portland’s Sex & Service Industry Night

“CABARET

“A crazy cocktail of fire, sex, danger, beauty, talent and music!”

“It’s Cirque du Portlandia!”

“The best damned show in Portland.”

SEX & SERVICE INDUSTRY HALF PRICE COVER AT THE DOOR

DRINK SPECIALS FOR SEX & SERVICE INDUSTRY

PARTY RESERVATIONS EMAIL SINFERNOVIP@GMAIL.COM

ADVANCE TICKETS AT WWW.DANTESLIVE.COM

Fire • Go-Go Dancers • Live Music • Burlesque • Magicians • Circus & Sideshow • Fire

Fire • DJs & Dancing • Striptease • Comedians • Contortionists • Aerialists • Acrobats • Fire

Fire • Sword Swallowsers • Thrills & Chills • Jugglers • Clowns • Danger! • Strippers • Fire
“Back in my day, music used to be good.”

Every generation has, at one point in their early 40s, uttered these words. Naturally, this sentiment can be written off as a natural byproduct of old age. But, aside from boomers being boomers, it’s important to note that pop culture (specifically music) is unique, when compared to things that evolve without making the elders angry. For instance, take food. We may have more options than our grandparents did, in terms of vegan, gluten-free and organic choices, but for some reason, you don’t hear older folks talking about how “steak used to be good” or “these damn kids and their tofu.” This is because, aside from flavor-of-the-minute trends (no pun intended), the meat-and-potatoes basics have not only stuck around, but they’ve gotten better. If “red meat” was a genre of food, the classics are still getting airplay and the up-and-comers, like fake meat and ass, are active and welcome.

However, you do hear a lot of “fast food used to be better,” which I will address shortly.

Compare a certain type of food, car, gadget or other commodity to a musical genre (such as “rock,” “hip hop” or “techno”), and you will see a different story—the classics grow old and die off, leaving the new generations with modern replacements that don’t live up to the genre’s name. Put simply, Nickelback will never be Slayer. But, in twenty years, Nickelback will be seen as better than whatever they’re passing off as rock in 2040. For some reason, “new music” just keeps getting shittier and shittier (unlike pizza, Teslas or computers). So, if we consider the fact that old people are beyond impressed with modern Hollywood films, computer animation, digital literature and other forms of media, what is it about music, specifically, that turns us all into conservative traditionalists, yearning for a return to the “golden age” of whatever genre we enjoy?

I have a theory—and, I could be way off here—that, when compared to any other type of media product on the market, music is the easiest to mass manufacture, push on unsuspecting crowds, control the market share and rake in a profit from distributing it. Therefore, it continues to become more and more corporate and watered down as time goes on, with no visible end to the cycle in sight.

This last factor—corporate capitalism—is key. For example, monetizing any form of media on the public requires an attention span, a huge budget and the ability to file a copyright claim against anyone who shares it without paying dues. So, it makes sense that corporate media would be better off pushing a two-minute song and collecting royalties from anyone who uses it as background music in their YouTube video, as opposed to trying to collect royalties on a feature-length film or a three-hundred-page book. Play a copyrighted movie on a screen at your nightclub and no one cares. Play Biggie Smalls without paying BMI or ASCAP first, well, see you in prison.

Unlike music, visual media can be consumed secondhand, at a lower quality, without a significant loss in enjoyment—this is noteworthy, as audio is the hardest type of media to bootleg at consumable levels of quality—Limewire had tons of “theater rips” for movies and “notepad versions” for books, but super-low-bitrate music was rare. Part of this is due to the fact that human ears cannot compensate for things in the same fashion as human eyes (otherwise, people on acid would be hearing voices and not just seeing cool visuals). Put simply, folks can bootleg a movie on a shitty camera or read a poorly photocopied book and still enjoy it, but audio is unique, in that a lower quality makes it almost impossible to consume—a low-resolution film with good audio is watchable, but a high-def film with shitty audio is almost impossible to enjoy. So, the pirated versions of audio recordings are closer (if not equal) to the quality of the source material, which tends to make collecting on illegal sales easier from a legal perspective.
What does this have to do with new music sounding like trash? Well, just think like a corporation—if the goal is to squeeze every nickel you can from a marketable piece of media, it would make sense to target the easiest-to-distribute, hardest-to-bootleg-without-a-lawsuit, no-seriously-a-robot-can-tell-the-feds-if-you-steal-a-Metallica-song type of media. Think about it—a three-minute-clipping of a feature film is called a “teaser” and can be shared among film reviewers and fans alike (all day, without consequence), but a three-minute-clipping of *All Eyez On Me* is called a “single” and sharing it can result in a huge fine or a lawsuit (even though 'Pac is technically dead). So, in this aspect, mainstream (as in, barcoded and properly mastered) music is the equivalent of fast food—ready for mass distribution, intellectual property claims and consumption by the masses. But, most importantly, the ability to generate money from licensing fees, copyright strikes and intellectual property claims in the music industry is insane—every time you hear “All I Want For Christmas” in the mall, Mariah Carey sees another comma on her bank statement.

If corporate music is like fast food, consider how hard it is for a mom-and-pop burger shop to compete with McDonald’s—probably the same degree of difficulty that an independent, talented and worthwhile band feels, when attempting to gain popularity in an age of Mumford’s *Sigh* *Sigh* Sigh *Sigh* Sigh *Sigh* *Sigh* Sigh *Sigh* Sigh. So, it’s not that “burgers suck these days”—it’s that the fast food chains are on every corner and they are continuously getting worse and worse, because their expanding market share means quality burger joints are becoming more and more rare (possible foodborne illness pun intended).

At first, it makes no sense, that in an age where anyone can record, produce and distribute music for next to free, there are still the same six songs playing on every speaker. That is, until you realize the obvious: music doesn’t suck worse these days—mainstream music (i.e. “fast food” music) does. Since the same four companies are pushing the same dozen hits singles through every single speaker possible, this is analogous to fast food becoming more and more available (which, it is—I had Taco Bell delivered the other night because I wanted to feel like more of a piece of shit than I already am) and also shittier and shittier in quality (seriously, it’s not even cheese at this point). Add to this the age of convenience and the most well-off generation in history (don’t worry... give it twenty years and we’ll pass the title on) and you get the perfect storm of laziness and greed.

Why go to the family Italian kitchen that costs thirty bucks a plate, when there’s a new Kentucky Taco Hut opening at the mall? Why bother seeking out one of the multizillion independent and talented rappers, when Spotify can soon feed you the same four Cardi B songs about boss queens who smoke mad blunts and the fuckboys who love them? I mean, if we’re going for more female representation in hip hop, why are we sending our worst? Young M.A. should be more popular, but the girl at Dutch Bros who doesn’t suck worse these days—”Rapper’s Delight” was an accident (some dude was playing around with dank memes) and that Dairy Queen used to serve, well, dairy.

This is exactly how pop music works, as well: grass roots beginnings lead to mainstream domination. Back in the day, the reach was so small that even big companies had to put in effort. At one point in time, “pop” bands had to at least be talented enough to attract new fans almost instantly—partially because there wasn’t a screen or speaker in every house, store, restaurant, car, shower or baby stroller—oh, and the fact that we have tiny computers in our pockets with personalized ring tones doesn’t help. For instance, The Beatles and Elvis were pushed on one of the three television channels that existed at the time. Further, even now—legendary acts had a tough time breaking into the mainstream. Jimi Hendrix was discovered at Woodstock (as opposed to being an established act that would draw folks to the festival). “Rapper's Delight” was an accident (some dude was playing around with the mic and a set of turntables after hours in a venue, and he got discovered by the club owner). And, because of the limited reach and market share (in terms of broadcast to the masses), it was still possible for non-mainstream acts to establish themselves among the herd—even though the Rolling Stones had corporate backing, simi-
lar bands like The Hollies were still able to make a living, because being “famous” as a professional musician was the exception, not the rule.

Flash forward to 1990, and if it’s not on VH1 or MTV, it’s basically nonexistent. As time went on and a continuously centralized handful of record companies colonized the audio landscape, it became easier to control the airwaves. Instead of record companies seeking out musical acts with the marketable talent required to make money, musical acts started seeking out record companies with the money required to make them talented. Sure, the slave-to-the-record-contract phenomenon has been around for a while—The Beatles were technically a boy band (they just existed in an era where instruments were required to land a gig). But, now that the kids can play with some computerized beats and pitch-corrected vocal technology, there’s no reason for record companies to prioritize talent over marketability. Take the drums away from Ringo, replace them with a machine and you’ve got a lesser Backstreet Boy—ready to be pushed on teen girls and creepy old men.

Put simply, McDonald’s is no longer serving real hamburgers and pop music is no longer serving up real music. There’s a formula that equals profit, and any deviation from it will be rejected by the corporate gatekeepers. Basically, you know how your favorite taco place is probably a super-hidden spot that your ex-girlfriend showed you, that one time you took back roads instead of the freeway? The one that no one knows about? Well, that’s because there’s a fucking Taco Bell on every corner and people are just too lazy to seek out other options. And, as the world’s population continues to expand and corporate control continues to centralize, this will just get worse and worse—give it ten years and the word “taco” will be intellectual property of Time Warner AOL Soros Weinstein Industries Inc. But, at least there will be a Taco Bell on every corner.

I’m a huge fan of capitalism, but I’m also a huge opponent of corporate control—to address this, I feel like a dollar is the last actual vote that a consumer has, and like votes, folks throw their dollars away on the big names, because they’re too scared to give Andrew Yang’s Noodle Kitchen a shot. To be fair, the trust consumers give to corporations was, at one point in time, justified—in the early days of fast food, when actual ingredients were used, it was nice to know that there were multiple asses (and a possible-stock ticker) on the line, in the case of contaminated food or unwashed employee hands. Some regulation and oversight is good (oops, just lost my Libertarian card). But, corporations aren’t in the fast food industry to make tacos taste better, nor are they in the music business to make hit singles sound better. It’s all about finding the formula, automating the production and pushing it on the masses.

This is why we went from “country music sucks” to “Hey DJ, play ‘Old Town Road’” in less than a decade. This is why you can pick up a guitar and accidentally play a Coldplay song. This is why “rhythm and poetry” has become “swag and slurs.” The easier it is to market, the easier it is to push on people and the easier it is to convince the masses that they like it.

So, it is up to you, the consumer, to seek out and support what you actually like (as opposed to just settling with Burger King and Ed Sheeran). The consumer—not the record companies—can dictate what the market values. If you need any proof, take a look at the early ’90s alternative music scene. Some stoners in Seattle decided that glam rock sucked, so they created grunge music and a handful of indie record labels. In no less than a few years, Kurt Cobain’s suicide—due to the depression associated with fame—was being reported by Kurt Loder. If a genre called “alternative” could be co-opted by the mainstream. Remember, some stoners in Seattle decided that glam rock sucked, so they created grunge music and a handful of indie record labels. In no less than a few years, Kurt Cobain’s suicide—due to the depression associated with fame—was being reported by Kurt Loder. If a genre called “alternative” could be repackaged and made corporate (not to mention gangsta rap, punk rock or whatever that new genre of hip hop full of tattooed teenagers with felonies is called), then the corporate machine is unstoppable—but, it will always give in to the independent, grassroots trends that start on their own, and the easier it is to push on people and the easier it is to convince the masses that they like it.

Is music getting worse? Yeah, but just the fast food kind—let us not forget that there is now organic, free-range, gluten-free, gender-neutral, racially inclusive fast food that can be ordered via iPhone. Corporations will listen to a strong enough market, whether that be Millenial vegans or music fans—we just have to present the demand.

You, as the consumer, can dictate what gets co-opted by the mainstream. Remember, you are half of the feedback loop. If you want to hear good shit on the radio (for a few years, at least, before it becomes watered down a la dubstep), send a message by seeking out and supporting independent (or, at least not well-known) artists. Promote them on your social media pages. Play them for your Tinder dates. Put the baby to sleep to the mixtape you bought from the guy outside the mall. Eventually, corporate record companies will catch on and your favorite new act will get popular for a week, before they sell out and tour with Ed Sheeran.

Unless, of course, you’re a Juggalo. In which case, congratulations on being part of the only subculture to ever prove itself impossible for the mainstream to digest. Whoop whoop, ninja. Whoop whoop.

I just updated TalesFromTheDJBooth.com with a shitload of archived stories. Bored? Head on over and give the archives a look. And, as always, bookmark Xmag.com for other articles by my aliases.
Scarlet Lounge

FACEBOOK.COM/SCARLETLOUNGEPDX
OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
11AM-6PM EVERY DAY!
$3 WELLS & DOMESTICS

HIRING DANCERS 21+
AUDITION AND DANCE TODAY
LOW STAGE FEES
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING OPTIONS
CONTACT SKITTLES
(503) 847-0676

12646 SE DIVISION ST
(503) 477-4318
SCARLETLOUNGEPDX.COM

Fantasyland

ADULT SUPERSTORE

DVDS STARTING AT $9.99
GREAT GIFTS & TOYS
DVD SALES & RENTALS
FULL ARCADE
EXOTIC OILS
LOTIONS & CREAMS

503-655-4667
16016 SE 82ND DRIVE
JUST EAST OF I-205
OFF THE DAMASCUS EXIT
REVEAL lounge
OPENING NIGHT
SAT, JAN 11 @ 9PM
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD

DANCIN' BEAR BARE
ROUND 2
FRI, JAN 17 @ 9PM
8440 N INTERSTATE AVE

XPOSE
ROUND 3
SAT, JAN 18 @ 9PM
10140 SW CANYON RD

DESIRE
ROUND 4
FRI, JAN 24 @ 9PM
535 NE COLUMBIA BLVD

FINAL QUALIFIER
SAT, JAN 25 @ 9PM
8445 SE MCLoughlin Blvd

GUILTY PLEASURES
FINALS
FRI, JAN 31 @ 9PM
13639 SE POWELL BLVD
GUILTY PLEASURES
GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
Hiring Dancers For Portland’s Hottest Club 18 And Over
Text/Call For Auditions
(503) 975-9927 Or (971) 352-2414

HAWKSTONE STRIP
Hiring Professional Entertainers 21+
To Set Up Audition, Send Photos, A Brief Summary Of Your Experience & Contact Information To HawthorneStrip@gmail.com

DREAM ON SALOON
Now Hiring Dancers 21+
Low Fee & Easy Scheduling
Text (503) 482-4000

• MISCELLANEOUS •

TALK IS CHEAP – AND DIRTY!
Call FREE! (503) 416-7435
Or (800) 700-6666
www.RedHotDateline.com
WHERE REAL GAY MEN MEET FOR UNRESTRICTED FUN! 18+
Browse & Reply For Free
(503) 416-7444

PREGNANCY FETISH?
For Performance And Private Show Availability In PDX, Contact
(503) 750-1406. Serious Inquiries Only.

PUSYCATS
Friday Nights After 7pm. (503) 245-4393
5141 SW Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy
PDX 97221

LONDON A. LUNOUX
PHOTOGRAPHY
www.LALunoux.com
LALunoux@gmail.com
Portrait · Fashion · Maternity

BE A BUNNY!
We Will Work Around Your Schedule!
Housing Provided!
(888) 286-6972
MadamSuzette@BunnyRanch.com

CLUB OWNERS
FIND YOUR NEXT STAR HERE!
SexyJobs.com
The #1 Resource Linking Sexy Ladies Looking For Adult Jobs With Those Wanting To Hire Them - Since 1998!

SEATTLE DANCERS
Auditioning Daily For Girls Who Want To Make Fast Cash
Call (425) 255-3110
www.ClubSinRock.com

STARS CABARET
1550 Weston Court NE - Salem, OR
(503) 370-8083 Auditions Daily

SINFERNO CABARET!
Be A Go-Go Dancer At The World-Famous Sinferno Cabaret!
Come To Dante’s Any Sunday Night
By Midnight, To Sign Up For An On-Stage Audition At The End Of The Show. Dante’s Is Located At 350 West Burnside In Downtown Portland

WHY DANCERS LOVE CLUB SINROCK!
- No Fines, You Make Your Own Schedule
- Upscale, VIP Private Dance Rooms
- Professionally Managed, Clean & Safe
Portland Auditions (360) 335-7721

ROSE CITY BOOKING
Booking 3 OF Portland’s Hottest Clubs!
Text For A Shift Today!
Rose City Strip & Dv8 (503) 347-3267
Desire (503) 810-5606

PUGS
Hypnox Photography
HYPNOX@GMAIL.COM

PORTLAND’S PREMIER GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
Contracting New Entertainers Daily 18 & Up · 11am-6pm

CLUB 205
Still The Best!
Dance At One Of Portland’s Most Established Gentlemen’s Clubs
For Auditions, Text (971) 544-9007

17544 SE Stark St. Hiring Girls 18 & Over
Auditions Mon-Sat 2pm-9pm
Call (503) 252-3529

ROSE CITY BOOKING
Booking 3 OF Portland’s Hottest Clubs!
Text For A Shift Today!
Rose City Strip & Dv8 (503) 347-3267
Desire (503) 810-5606

STARS BRIDGEPORT
Seeking Professional Entertainers & Staff
(503) 726-2403

CLUB ROUGE
PORTLAND’S PREMIER GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
Contracting New Entertainers Daily 18 & Up · 11am-6pm

CLUB 205
Still The Best!
Dance At One Of Portland’s Most Established Gentlemen’s Clubs
For Auditions, Text (971) 544-9007

CABARET
17544 SE Stark St. Hiring Girls 18 & Over
Auditions Mon-Sat 2pm-9pm
Call (503) 252-3529

HOT,EROTIC
WEBCAM SHOWS.
THE FASTEST-GROWING
FREE CAMS SITE!
www.exoticcams.com

www.exoticcams.com
ATTENTION DANCERS

WE PAY A WEEKLY SALARY OF $500!
RELAX ON BEAUTIFUL WHITE SAND BEACHES,
OVERLOOKING CRYSTAL CLEAR OCEAN WATERS!

FREE HOUSING AVAILABLE!
CALL TODAY...
(671) 688-5235

FREE ROUND-TRIP AIRFARE!
GUAM'S CLUB USA SHOWCLUB OFFERS
ENTertainers THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME!

DANCE & DRINK COMMISSIONS, PLUS TIPS PAID TO YOU NIGHTLY!

WWW.CLUBUSAGUAM.COM • EMAIL US AT PAT@CLUBUSAGUAM.COM • (671) 688-5235
1270 N MARINE CORPS DR • PMB 781 SUITE 101 • TAMUNING, GUAM U.S.A. 96913

Club Foxy
GUAM'S #1 IN ADULT ENTERTAINMENT!

(671) 787-3077
WWW.CLUBFOXY.US
CLUBFOXYGUAM@GMAIL.COM

EXOTIC DANCERS WANTED

ENJOY A NICE WORKING VACATION IN THE
WARMTH OF PARADISE!
FREE AIRFARE FOR A 2-3 MONTH CONTRACT!
FREE HOUSING AVAILABLE!
FRIENDLY AND SAFE WORKING ENVIRONMENT!

EXCELLENT EARNING OPPORTUNITY! $500 SALARY PER 6 DAYS
+ DRINK AND DANCE COMMISSIONS + TIPS! MUST BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE.
EMAIL RECENT PHOTOS TO CLUBFOXYGUAM@GMAIL.COM
CONTACT NORMAN (671) 787-3077 OR MAMA JE (671) 688-7434
CHECK OUT PORTLAND’S NEWEST & HOTTEST GENTLEMEN’S CLUB!

LUST LOUNGE

NEWMELY REMODELED
VIP & LAP DANCE ROOMS!

GREAT FOOD MENU
DAILY SPECIALS
HAPPY HOUR 12PM-7PM DAILY

AUDITIONS (503) 610-5554

13550 SE POWELL BLVD • PORTLAND, OR 97236 • (971) 279-4244 • OPEN 12PM-2AM DAILY
The Runway

Come See Our Naked Chefs!
New Chefs, New Menu!
Curbside Pickup Available!

Under New Management!
Best Bar For Bass, Billiards & Boobs!
Featuring Diamond Pool Tables!
Oregon Lottery!

Award-Winning Soul Food!
The Best Fried Chicken!
And Homemade Pizza!!!

Always Accepting New Auditions 21+
Text Jade
(503) 443-5059

HUGE SMOKING PATIO!

BEST CLUB ON THE WESTSIDE OPEN 2PM-2:30AM DAILY www.RunwayGC.com
1735 SE TUALATIN VALLEY HWY · HILLSBORO, OR 97123 · (503) 640-4086
ALWAYS IN THE RACKS BY THE 1ST

PREMIUM PHOTOGRAPHY & GRAPHIC DESIGN INCLUDED

HIGHEST QUALITY PRINTING ON THICK, PREMIUM PAPER

EXCLUSIVE ON-LOCATION EVENTS INCREASING YOUR BUSINESS

#1 INDUSTRY SOURCE FOR RECRUITING TALENT

CIRCULATION: 75,000 PER MONTH AT OVER 200 SITES

SALES@XMag.COM - (503) 241-4317

@XMAG.COM  @EXOTIC_MAG  @XOTICMAG  @EXOTICMAG
GUilty Pleasures

GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
13639 SE POWELL BLVD
PORTLAND, OR 97236
(503) 760-8128

Happy Hour
1:30PM-5PM
EVERY DAY

Muse

DJ DICK HENNESSY PRESENTS THE 7TH ANNUAL
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN Booty

FINALS - FRIDAY, JAN 31
TO ENTER, CONTACT DICK (503) 380-5800

EVERY SUNDAY & MONDAY
FREE MIDNIGHT MUNCHIES!
(SOME RULES & RESTRICTIONS APPLY)

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM FOR ALL
PARTY DETAILS AND DAILY SPECIALS!
FACEBOOK.COM/GPDXSTRIPS OR @GUITYPLEASURESPDX

Hiring Dancers 18 +
THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

CLUB SINROCK

PORTLAND'S NEWEST
CLUB SINROCK
DOWNTOWN
7,000+ S.F. 6 STAGES
AWARD-WINNING CLUB DESIGN
NOW OPEN!

215 WEST BURNSIDE ST.
PORTLAND
971. 339. 2972

12035 NE GLISAN ST. PORTLAND  -  503. 889. 0332
OPEN 2PM - 2:30AM MONDAY thru SUNDAY
AUDITION HOTLINE: text/call 360. 335. 7721
follow us on: Instagram: like us: Facebook

YOUR PRIVATE PARTY ROOM
EXOTIC ULTRA LOUNGE

15 SW 2ND AVENUE
Open Sun-Thu 7pm-2:30am • Fri & Sat 4pm-2:30am
Facebook.com/XUltraLounge • Instagram.com/XUltraLounge
For VIP Reservations & Parties email XLoungeVIP@gmail.com

VIP TABLE SERVICE
VIP MEZZANINE RENTAL
HOTTEST PRIVATE DANCES
ALL-NUDE STAGE SHOWS
VIP BOOTHS
TWO FULL BARS
THREE STAGES

Dancer Audition Information call or text 503-444-1787
Happy New Year!

Koko & Jazmyn

BARBUR LOCATION
REOPENING SOON!

3 LOCATIONS - OPEN 24 HOURS - CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED - ATM

PDX AIRPORT LOCATION
3414 NE 82ND AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97220 • (503) 364-2794

SE PDX LOCATION
5226 SE FOSTER RD
PORTLAND, OR 97206 • (971) 255-0133

NEW SW PDX LOCATION
5141 SW BEAVERTON HILLSDALE HWY
PORTLAND, OR 97221 • (503) 245-4393

PUSSYCATS’ PRIVACY POLICY: NO CAMERAS, VIDEO OR AUDIO RECORDING DEVICES ARE EVER PLACED IN THE PRIVATE SHOW ROOMS. PUSSYCATS ALWAYS PROTECTS YOUR PRIVACY.
Cheetahs

SALEM'S HOTTEST AFTER HOURS
& WILDEST 18+ Entertainment!

WIGGLE
WEDNESDAYS
2-FOR-1 VIP DANCES!

Fully Nude Every Set!
Shower Shows!
Bed Dances!

OPEN TUE-THU 7PM-4AM, FRI-SAT 6PM-5AM (OR LATER) & SUN 7PM-4AM
3453 SILVERTON RD NE · SALEM, OR 97301 · (503) 316-6969
Seeking Dancers 18 & Up! Auditions 7pm-10pm
SUPER BOWL 54 PARTY
SUN, FEB 2 • 3PM
PRIZES + FOOD & DRINK
SPECIALS. CALL FOR GROUP
SEATING.

TRAILER TRASH BASH
SAT, JAN 25
SPECIALS & PRIZES!
MUSIC BY DJ ALEX

New Year!
New Resolutions!

Win A New Tesla

Follow us & find out about our other events, entertainers, specials & more!

PHOTO AND AD DESIGN BY FOTO DOOR PHOTOGRAPHY

ENTER TO WIN Salem AT ALL THREE Bend STARS LOCATIONS

VALENTINE’S DAY IS COMING
FEBRUARY 14
BOOK YOUR VIP TABLES WITH CHAMPAGNE AND FLOWERS EARLY! ASK YOUR SERVER FOR RESERVATION DETAILS.

VISIT WWW.STARSCABARET.COM FOR ADDRESS INFO & MORE